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About This Game

Dragons Never Cry is casual action/adventure telling story of the brave little dragon treasure-hunter who has to become monster-
hunter.

Gameplay is mostly exploration and treasure hunting with some combat (zombie-rabbits!) and puzzles.
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Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual
Developer:
FireVector
Publisher:
FireVector
Release Date: 28 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Core-i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD3000

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,Russian,French,German
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dragons never cry. dragons never cry gameplay. dragons never cry steam

I recommend this just for the achievements.. This game is beautiful. It isn't quite as quick or easy to understand as Sierra's
Pharoah, but it is enjoyable. I played it off media for a long time until it became available in Steam. Don't fear it. =]. If i would
make a screenshot of every cool scene...
Then you could watch the whole movies as a slideshow in my screenshots section now!. Very scary - in a good way, great
atmosphere, music sound, the MOST immersive VR game so far. Fun and charming.. Witcher 2 has in my opinion a better
Story than Witcher 3 but it has no open world and far less content. Gameplay is,for the most part, very similar.

It's absolutely worth playing and only slightly worse than Witcher 3.
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A short and to the point game. Shouldn't even take an hour to compleat. Its one of those simple yet fun games that is worth its
small price.. So much promise, so fun at first, until you beat it a few times and realize none of the unlocks work; starting
character is all you get. I'm not 100% hating the game, and will change my downvote if this improves, but, judging by the
forums I should have checked before buying, it's the same for everyone, and has been for some time.

Not really a review if I just mention that one, huge, gaming, glaring flaw, so I will say what I liked. It's a semirandom dark rpg
where the map remains the same ,as far as I can tell, but the NPCs and items are different run to run. Is that guy over there
going to attack, join you, or sell you stuff? You won;t know until you approach\/get spotted. This has the promise to eat several
hours of your time, if it can be made to work the way it is supposed to.,. I had 15 hours of great fun in this promising game. I do
not think the current content is enough to have fun any longer, but it's already nice for the price.
Keep the good job developpers, this is a very nice game.. What's with all these low energy reviews. Bunch of Liars, Lying Clash
I call them. They're angry they're not winning anymore. Clash has been bleeding gamers everywhere; through their eyes,
bleeding through their whatever. Cavemen makes pay to win great again.

In Clash you make these clans, they're not the best clans. They have lots of problems and they're bringing those problems with
you. They don't donate and hop clans. They don't donate then hop into your clan. They're dhoppists....And some, I assume are
good clans.

Don't get wrong I love Clash. Clash loves me. I do not repeat myself. I do not repeat myself. But I have a great relationship with
Clash. If these two companies weren't like family in gaming, perhaps they'd be man clashing in their caves. Cavemen makes
beautiful games. Big games. Huge games. Cavemen doesn't do small. There's no smallness here. Some people say the game is
small and so something else must be small. I can guarantee you there is not a problem. I guarantee.

And I build the best defence towers. Very tall towers. Like 100 a feet . And I will make the cavemen build them. The beauty of
pay to win is that I'm very rich. I'm really rich. I have like 10 billion meteorites. When I feel good it's 100 billion. But between
10 to 100 billion. I'm really rich. Private caves costs a lot of meteorites. You have to be wealthy in order to win at games, I'm
sorry to say it.

If you play cavemen, you'll pay to win so much you'll be tired of winning by paying.
Make pay to win great again.
Thanks Sweetie.. Very good game u can run jumo and die to doors and u can also run in forest 2 hours and cant find♥♥♥♥♥♥

10/10 would run 2 hours in forest again. This game is a fun arcade racing game that will challenge you even after you've maxed
out your bike. The game is a bit grindy and some losses feel a bit cheap, but I had a lot of fun with it. If you played Riptide GP
2 (this game's prequel) you'll find that it's largely more of the same with better graphics and an actual story, and that's not a bad
thing at all.

The game runs very well on my relatively old (2014) laptop and works wonderfully with a controller. I don't think tricks would
work as well with a keyboard though, so if you don't have a controller this game might be a bit harder than it should be,
especially the stunt mode.

The track selection is fairly good, the shortcuts aren't always obvious and there are plenty of unlockables to keep you busy.
However, the game does repeat events many times to pad its length and it's a bit unnecessary, especially considering that you
seem to get the best bike (IMO) somewhere in the middle of the campaign.

In terms of modes, there's a career, a single race mode, a global challenge that amounts to time trials with a leaderboard,
splitscreen and online multiplayer. Unfortunately, the online portion of the game is dead, and on splitscreen you can only chose
from preselected track lists, so racing with other people is a bit limited. That said, the single player mode is worth the price of
admission, so I won't hold the multiplayer against the game.

All in all I think I got my money's worth and II recommend this game to any arcade racing fan.. Laggy as all hell.
I barely even made it through the tutorial.. performance is bad, graphics are bad, music is boring, gameplay is boring.
Aesthetically maybe okayish. I really digged it because I got to play with my kids. Definitely a more child-level
strategy/adventure game, but still fun. Finished the game in less than four hours. You could probably finish it in three without
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the "help" of a little one. Worth the 5 bucks.. Really Fun Game to Play with Friends ^^ Totally Recommended! <3

Dragons Never Cry - build#516:
This is maintenance update:

 resolved issue with mouse, when mouse cursor become "locked" in smaller area of screen

 tweaked mouse cursor size (was too small on high-DPI dcreens)

 resolved small (but annoying) gameplay related issues with collision on levels

. Dragons Never Cry - Other World:

Work on kinda-sequel is started.
This new game will more like action-RPG, a bit more 'mature'.
Working title is "Dragons Never Cry : Other World".

Anyone interested can watch progress and discuss at
 discord server[discord.gg].. Dragons Never Cry - build#510:
Changes:

added ability to select screen-mode (windowed-fullscreen, windowed, 'real' fullscreen) and resolution;

resolved collision-related issue in 'Forest-2' level;

improved gamepad support in UI/menus;

. Dragons Never Cry - build#517:
This is maintenance update:
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 fixed bug with destructable totem (of Forest levels)

 fixed bug om level-completion settings (which prevented getting 5-star rating for Forest-03 level)

 corrected level-completion achievement logic (achievements for completing Forest-01 couldn't be earned)

. Dragons Never Cry - build#512:
Changes:

 added gamepad-deadzone setting

 tweaked player-character movement
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